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    Warwick Writes A number of people  forwarded me an internet snippet so it obviously caught 
people’s  fancy so I have para-phrased it here for your enjoyment as well   
      It appears a Mr Frank Rothwell of  Oldham in Greater Manchester  was obviously dissatisfied with the performance of his 
old  2.25 litre Petrol Landrover so decided to custom build and install a steam engine in it . As can be seen his efforts were 
highly success full as it now has a top speed of  24.15 km/ hr  while not sacrificing any of the original attributes of belching 
smoke , dripping oil , boiling over and taking a long time to get started in the morning.   

 
Seriously though he spent  £ 24,000  and 400 hours on the project which 
included custom building a boiler and engine for the job . These obviously draw 
heavily on his experience building a 1910 ( miniature ? ) steam wagon . 
 

  Closer up view of the engine shows it is clearly built to a high 
standard and is based on over type steam wagon layout with a twin 

cylinder engine mounted on top of a horizontal boiler at the front of the 
vehicle  much like a Foden  
 From what I can gather the reason for doing it was He wanted to indulge 
in his passion for 18 th century technology but  was not satisfied by riding on 
some rickety old preserved railway, like most ordinary people, so choose the 
landrover instead .   That way he could have something unique yet still 
recognizable even though it  has never been done before . I wonder why ?. 

Interior view . Coal is fed into the fire 
box to the drivers  ( in ) convenience . 
This then heats the water up to pressurize the 
steam to run the engine  -  really  go on ! 
 

 Trivia  -I have just learned from a doco 
about a rickety preserved railway  that on 
Queen Victoria’s royal train the coal was 
painted white.  Maybe Frank could do the 
same to stay a bit cleaner.  

You can’t get much more pommy  

A Steam Landrover !  

Frank chuffing down a 
narrow lane on a wet 
day in his “ proper car “ 
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  Frank at the controls . Is  he on his way to work  ?   
Like all pommie’s cars it has a name , Mildred , 
apparently because of all the mildew in it.   

   The story goes on to say Frank  a  Businessman and 
pensioner has spent A $ 44,642.40  and 400 hours building 
the steam powered car for his daily commute to work from 
his home in Oldham to his offices in Chadderton .  
   Checking UKdistance.com  it  advises  the 3.2 km should 
take 6   minutes and the best way is to take a taxi which 
would cost  $ 9 to $13 .    
Something does not seem to add up here. To me it seems 
more of an affair of the heart rather than the head but as 
he obviously had the time and money why not ) Ed.  
   On the plus side he says his grandchildren absolutely love 
it, as they find it exciting to have a ride on it and chug 

along.  The other thing he says it is really good for today's little children as it gives them a chance to do things like lighting 
fires and playing with coal,  things they normally cannot do these days . 
   On the other hand his wife of 50 years is less enthusiastic and just thinks he is crazy and has not even had a ride in it yet ! 
But she says at least it keeps him out of the pub .  Heard that before ! 
 
Acknowledgements A bit hard to know  the original source as it came via  the Vintage Sports Car Club newsletter but the photos are 
marked and in the story mention is made of  Mailonline  and dailymail . 

Farrar Boiler Upgrade 
 Rob Hull, our latest Lyttelton Crew member has been 
working on installing a suitable burner to change the Farrar boiler 
from CHEP Pallets to waste oil firing, using a BW26 burner rated 
up to 400kW with 4 nozzles. 
The burner, electronic control  and all auxiliary fittings including 
500 litre fuel tank, heater, airline, LWL shut down are fitted. Fire 
bricks were placed in the furnace by young (thin) Josh, and the ash 
vent sealed off. The boiler  is now firing well, taking around 2 
hours to get up to pressure. 
    We have fitted a circ pump to the hotwell to increase the 
feedwater temperature using exhaust steam from auxiliaries.  

 
 
 
 
 
This increased our feedwater temperature to the boiler 
from 22° to 50°. 

Now we can steam the display  for any clubs that 
turn up, which we did on the Military Vehicles Club 

day. Rob has a good supply of used hydraulic oil. 
I have a video on youtube  running the Triple Expansion 
at the 2021 SteamFest. I included information in it on 
RPM, Ahead/Astern and Steam pressure. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_6J1l6loJok 
                                                                Cont ——>  

Lyttelton Update for 2021  
      By Bill McRobb.  

S S     S S     S S    SS      S S    SS      S S    S S    SS      S S       SS      S S       

Rob proudly standing beside 
his waste oil conversion 
fitted to the Farrar boiler . 
Many hours were devoted to 
designing and optimising the 
system.  
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A closer up view of the system with the 
major components labelled.  
 

Latest Developments  
     Bill goes on to report  I  reassembled the LP slide 
valve today, ( this was removed to investigate a 
knock which required the replacement of a guide 
bush ) and test ran the Triple Expansion on Rob's 
waste oil burner for the first time. At 80psi on the 
boiler we started the engine and it ran down to 20psi. 
This burner easily runs the engine for at least 10 
minutes and I am now confident it will run BOTH 
engines after they are warmed through. 
Rob adjusted the Low water level burner shut down, 
as it was shutting off too early. He also added an 
alarm bell which I tested today. 
A very productive day. 
                                             Cheers,        Bill 

Bill McRobb pic. 

The Vintage workshop 
Volunteer  team  just finishing  
the assembly of the latest 
picnic tables. 

S S     S S     S S    SS      S S    SS      S S    S S    SS      S S       SS      S S       

Picnic Tables  
    Jo Lloyd  writes—The new picnic tables funded by an extension of 
the  last grant from Knox Council have arrived and have been 
assembled by the Vintage Workshop team. 
One was like the previous tables but we also got a square version that 
looks good for kids parties and one to cater for a wheelchair. 

Proper Mowers Further news from Jo 
advises we have done very well with grants 
lately . Local MP Allan Tudge contacted us and 
suggested we  may be interested in the 2021 
Volunteer Grants that community groups can use  
to help their volunteers and encourage 
participation in volunteering . Very apt as 
everything we do is voluntary. Jo saw this as an 
opportunity that we should not miss and  put in 
for a couple of robust mowers and a brushcutter / 
whipersnipper suitable for tidying up around the 
areas that are not accessible with the club's bigger 
mowers.  This was prompted by her frustration, 
when wanting to clean up before the rally  of not 
being able to get any of  the nature strip rescued 
mower, in the mower shed, to start.  The club 
gladly supported her in this direction so she did 
some research and identified suitable commercial 
grade machines .               Cont ——>                      Jo pic  
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These cost about 3 times, as much as the bottom end of the market with their fancy styling and  eye catching  colours,  but 
come from unidentifiable  CHONDA  ( Chinese copies of Honda ) suppliers with no backup or spares. Those selected are built 
up to a standard to do a job as reflected in the price with heavy duty engines from main stream suppliers and no frills.   
Well done Jo 
Grant Opportunities While on the subject of grants it is 
suggested the Committee be a bit more proactive on identifying and 
applying for grants particularly those involving capital expenditure for 
needed infrastructure item such as a toilet block or the station up the back. 
If you know of any please spread the word so we do not miss 
opportunities .  
Handtool Preservation Society Display  and Market   
12 Dec 2021 saw  quite a number of stands set up on the arena displaying  
a great variety of tools most of which could be brought  although  the 

vendors were 
just  happy to 
have a chat with anyone interested  in this hobby. 
 Vintage Military Vehicle Corp  
The same weekend theVMVC choose our facility for their end of year 
get together. Many came in their restored vehicles which they put on 
display beside the lake .  Warwick also took the opportunity to join 
them with his Stuart Tank , Ford  Bren gun Carrier  and WW2 
Torpedo engine.  A number of our members also used the occasion to 
start a few of the club engines and explain what they did. 
  Having these 2 groups at our grounds was an unexpected bonus for 
our casual visitors making a really great experience for everyone 
while helping our finances . This is what clubs are all about  ! 

From the Committee 
  
Editors Note    The last couple of years have been rather disjointed  with 
various lockdowns,  missed meetings and reduced opportunities for face 
to face communication for information sharing .  Quite a lot of time has 
gone into planning a number of projects although up to now there has not 
been much physically  for most  members to see. To round off the year it 
was suggested that Steam Supreme could include a brief rundown  on a 
number of projects so members can appreciated some of the things that 
have been going on over the last  somewhat challenging year  so here are 
a few .      
 
 Members Exhibits at MSTEC  
    Much effort has gone into formulating an Agreement  that covers the Displays, both in doors and outdoors, of Members  
privately owner exhibits at MSTEC . 
    The overall aim is to Enhance the Museum by ensuring these types of displays are attractive to the public and operated 
regularly, while at the same time are presented to a standard expected of a Museum of our standing  . Also sufficiently 
documentation to avoid the possibility of  the club being burdened with neglected items if members circumstances change. 
   In addition  this Agreement outlines the levy to participants to offset the costs incurred by the club for making available  
this indoor space . This includes such things as utilities costs and maintenance , also security fees, we pay quite a chunk per 
month for the alarm  monitoring .  This is a flat  fee of  per square metre of shed space occupied per year which does not 
constitute storage rights.   
  Another  important long  standing requirement is that any exhibits that come onto the site or are taken away be recorded so 
nothing can be lost track of.   
 
Additional Sheds Space 
   With the conditions clear  the Committee will receive Expressions of Interest  in writing to include details of what is to be 
displayed and how it fits in with the Museums themes so concepts for future buildings can be developed.  As usual  new 
buildings are funded by upfront by members donations to avoid running down our day to today bank account. 

S S     S S     S S    SS      S S    SS      S S    S S    SS      S S       SS      S S       
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Loco  Boiler 
 After several years of hard work a satisfactory design solution and supplier for the construction of a new boiler for Franklyn 
Flyer has still to be arrived at . Present estimates look like the cost would be about$ 45 K as the issue is complicated by being a 
heritage item with the need for a replica boiler of a design and construction not normally done today. 
 With the acquisition of the ex John Davies's  3 steam locomotives ( in various stages of dismantelness) it looks like a better 
proposition is getting a couple of them back in ticket. Much work is currently going on in this direction with the boiler 
Inspector coming on site in February 2022 .  At the same time the opportunity will also be taken to see what is involved in 
commissioning  the privately owned Heavy Harry  .   
 

Railway Accommodation 
   The last stage of  the Western railway 
realignment is well underway . This 
involves running  6  spur lines from the 
turntable to a couple of containers placed 
in straight sections of track to provide 
additional train accommodation. See 
cartoon . The containers  now temporally 
on the arena,  will be used.   
 

Main Shed  Upgrade  
 Our Main Building  meets all the 
standards of its day but when you 
consider it was put up about 30 years ago 
peoples standards  have changed over 
that period so a program is underway to 
upgrade it more in line with modern 
expectations . Major item includes public 
amenities such as  disabled parking , a  closer toilet block , concrete paths and signs in Braille . Fortunately our building 
surveyor has been very helpful with advice on ventilation and fire requirements for the demonstration of our vintage engines . 
This advice has been at a cost but is now nearly all done and paid for so upgrading can commence very soon .   

Plumbing  
     This has caught up with us, not surprising , bearing in  
mind we are on the old Board of Works site and our pipe 
work was put in as a temporary measure over 50 years ago 
for the sewer tunnelling .  With several leaks over the last 
few years plus  the requirements of our new developments 
for  more fire hydrants and a toilet block over at the Main 
building it is now time for an upgrade . Quotes have been 
approved for  the fire main replacement and extension  plus  
the pumped sewer connection  across the grounds from the 
Main building  . Note the largest component of the quote is 
materials particularly copper pipe and with the work being 
done by local people sympathetic to our cause  little scope 
is seen for bettering the price.   
      See cartoon for indication of what is required  
When you consider  these  last two items will  likely 
would have had to be done sooner or later  to future proof 
our main facility  it begs the question how we finance 
them ?  Maybe  we should draw on some of  the income 
from our inheritance funds so we can  benefit from them in 
the shorter term ? Ed  
 

Cranes and people Mover  
 A Comprehensive maintained and repair program of our mobile equipment has been untaken by the Morris's 
 

Maintenance   
    A few long needed items have been attended to largely thanks to Adrian Anderson’s contacts which has enabling them to 
happen quickly and with confidence of a good deal.   Included are Upgrade toilets to modern standards,  replace degraded 
skylights in a couple of bays and  update locks and keys  .  
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Sugar Mill Engine Foundation         
  Just over a year ago the committee voted to treat the Sugar Mill Engine installation as a separate project from the construction 
of Bay zero  to enable it to be get an early start .  It was realized that  having the engines foundation as part of the sheds floor  

meant  work could  not start until the shed was up 
which is still some time off. .  The way forward was to 
pour the engines foundation separately before the shed 
went up which also would simplify excavator and crane 
access.   
     Anyway this change in direction also gave the 
opportunity to review the  foundation requirements. 
Calculations showed a non working steam engine at 
very low rpm could be considered a static load which in 
general only requires a 1/4  the foundation mass due to 
the  absence of the dynamic forces . A simpler concept 
was developed  but  given the uncertainty of ground 
conditions  the  fall back position  of the long standing 
24 pier design separate from the floor was accepted by 
All  Committee members .   
  
Quotes for construction are now being  explored.  

Bay Zero  
  This new building is intended to house the Sugar Mill engine and a number of other smaller  new steam exhibits. The money  
is in the bank thanks to a very generous member.  Commencement hinges around  first completing the upgrade of our Main 
Building.   

An exploded view 
from the long 
standing foundation 
drawing  designed 
for a working 
engine on poor 
ground .  
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